Senior Interior Designer
Tracking Code
SID-103
Job Description
SOLID INTERIOR is an architectural and interior design office located in Center District
1. We are a mid-sized firm with a western-modern style environment. The HCM office
is currently focused on: workplace, commercial, multi-family residential and retails.
Each of our projects demonstrate a comprehensive design vision, making each project
a curated, creative experience.
We are looking to bring fresh, exciting talent into our growing team in HCM. All applicants should be highly organized, detail-oriented, self-starters who are flexible to work
on a variety of projects under the mentorship of the firm’s Senior Staff.
QUALIFICATIONS, KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND EXPERIENCE:
Essential qualifications are:
_Excellent conceptual, creative design skills and trend setting vision
_Excellent design development, presentation and graphics skills
_Min 5 years designing workplace and commercial environments
_Work closely with Principals and Project Managers to promote our design approach
and philosophy.
_Effective client relationship skills and talent for working with diverse teams of designers
_Ability to prioritize, meet deadlines, exceed goals and provide high quality service to
clients.
_Create and conducts client presentations. Responsible for keeping the project on budget and on schedule.
_Participate in high-energy, collaborative team and project environments
_Knowledge of all aspects of interior design including workplace design strategy and
best practices, space planning, programming, color and material selection, FF&E and
vendor and consultant coordination
Skillset:
_Produce schedules and selections/ specifications and experience with furniture selection and specification, detailing and construction documentation
_Design and documentation lead on projects of various sizes and complexities
_Relevant degree in Interior Design, Interior Architecture or Architecture
_Experience with AutoCAD, 3D Max/Sketch-up, Photoshop and Microsoft Office.
_Ability to communicate in Vietnamese/English effectively, both verbally and in writing
_Self-motivated focus to achieve project deadlines

As part of the SOLID team you will be rewarded with the opportunity for a meaningful
career, working with high profile design leaders, with the opportunity to contribute to
a number of key projects. SOLID Interior is proud of our strong growth and the exceptional client partnerships we’ve maintained over the years. We invite you to explore the
noteworthy milestones and events that comprise our 6-7 year evolution: www.solidinterior.vn
Apply now by sending your cover letter, resume and portfolio (all together under 10MB)
clearly outlining how you meet the above requirements to hr@solidarch.vn
and ensure that you have the following subject line in your application e-mail.
SID-103#HCM-APR2017
No agencies or third party applications please.
SOLID is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Job Location
District 1 or District 4; Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Position Type
Full-Time/Regular

